
Espress� Ciel� Men�
1431 2nd St, Santa Monica, United States

+13102601268

A complete menu of Espresso Cielo from Santa Monica covering all 18 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Espresso Cielo:
Danny made me a wonderful half-caf/decaf espresso. Was perfectly dark and rich with a light berries finish. He
was also just super friendly and Etna, who recommended a delicious artichoke fritata croissant maschup... can

not wait until it later. Very nice Also Cafe to sit and read or hang! read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of
the restaurant at no extra cost, And into the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or

physiological limitations. If the weather are right, you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like
about Espresso Cielo:

The manager of this place is a gentleman, so I give him an additional star only for his positive attitude, but this
place must work seriously on his mood. The music is often so loud that you can not hear a conversation and can
do work if you ever want to do things that include concentration. The other employees often seem unhappy, but

that could be a sign that they should be paid more or something, so that no judgmen... read more. In the
morning, a opulent brunch is offered at Espresso Cielo in Santa Monica that you can celebrate as much as you
like, and you can enjoy here tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue. In addition to sweet pieces, cakes,

and simple snacks, we also have cold and hot drinks, There are also tasty South American menus in the menu.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Eiste�
BLACK TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Individua� Item�
BISCUIT

Frenc�
CROISSANT

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHORIZO

MILK

GINGER

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

FLAT WHITE COFFEE

DECAF

ESPRESSO

CAFE LATTE

CAFÉ
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -17:00
Tuesday 07:00 -17:00
Wednesday 07:00 -17:00
Thursday 07:00 -17:00
Friday 07:00 -17:00
Saturday 08:00 -17:00
Sunday 08:00 -17:00
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